Lincoln Legacy Learning Kits

Mary Todd Lincoln

Folder A—A Look at Mary Todd

Documents and Letters

1. Marriage License between Abraham Lincoln and Mary Todd, 1842
2. John Williams & Company accounts
3. Corneau & Diller accounts
4. Wm H. Carryl & Bro. invoice, 1861
5. Elizabeth Edwards to Julia Baker, 1862
6. Mary Lincoln to Benjamin Brown French, 1862
7. Mary Lincoln to A.T. Stewart, 1864
8. Mary Lincoln to Ruth Harris, 1864
9. Mary Lincoln to Sally Orne, 1865
10. Affidavit of Dr. Ralph N. Isham, 1875
11. Daily Illinois State Journal newspaper article, 1882

Folder B—Understanding Mary

Photographs and Images

12. Downtown Main Street, Lexington, Kentucky
13. Mary Todd Home
14. Mary Todd bedroom
16. Mary Lincoln, 1846
17. Lincoln Home
18. Mary, Willie, and Tad Lincoln
19. Mary Lincoln seated at table in dark dress, 1861
20. Mary Lincoln photographed by Matthew Brady, 1861
21. Robert Lincoln as Harvard student
22. Mary Lincoln, 1863
23. Elizabeth Keckly
24. New Year’s reception at the White House, 1862
25. Abraham Lincoln’s last reception, 1865
26. Balloon view of Washington, D.C., 1861
27. Mrs. Lincoln’s wardrobe on exhibition, 1867
28. Bellevue Place illustration
29. Mary Lincoln with ghostly Lincoln
Trunk Artifacts (see accompanying Flashcards)

30. Lavender Soap
31. Comb
32. Darning Egg
33. Sandalwood Fan
34. Black Lace Gloves
35. Handkerchief
36. Housewife Sewing Kit
   a. Buttons
   b. Scissors
   c. Thimble
   d. Thread
37. Parasol
38. Presidential Cup & Saucer (with certificate and recipe)
39. Reticule
40. Shawl
41. Toothbrush
42. Toothpowder
43. Traveler’s Writing Chest
   a. Wooden Stylus (2)
   b. Glass Writing Pen (1)
   c. Nibs (3)
   d. Bottles of Ink (5)
   e. Brass stamp with wooden handle (3)
   f. Red Sealing Wax (1 bag)
   g. Personalized Wooden Stationary Stamp: “MA” (1)
   h. Brass Burner (1)
   i. Brass Wax Spoon with wooden handle(1)

Books and CDs

Abraham & Mary Todd Lincoln, Ruth Ashby

Abraham Lincoln & His Family Paper Dolls, Tom Tierney

80 Godey’s Full-Color Fashion Plates 1838-1880, JoAnne Olian

Mary Todd Lincoln: A Biography, Jean H. Baker

What Was Cooking in Mary Todd Lincoln’s White House? Tanya Larkin
CD: *Homespun America* (2 CDs)

CD: *Stephen Foster’s America*

DVD: *A House Divided* (3 DVDs)

CD-ROM: *Lincoln’s Legacy*

**Miscellaneous**
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Flashcards

44. Housewife Sewing Kit
45. Tooth Powder and Tooth Brush
46. Comb
47. Lavender Soap
48. Sandalwood Fan
49. Black Lace Gloves
50. Handkerchief
51. Parasol
52. Reticule
53. Shawl
54. Traveler’s Writing Chest
55. Presidential China
   a. Cup
   b. Saucer